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Abstract
Reynolds’s work in parametric polymorphism when specialized to a particular example gives rise to the notion of the core of a
category and its associated equational theory of core algebras.
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When I first encountered polymorphism I viewed it as an affront to category theory. Let me explain.
We had worked very hard to reduce all of mathematics to the axioms of an elementary topos. Now we were handed
a mathematical notion demonstrably not definable from those axioms.
Suppose that A is an exponential (sometimes “Cartesian closed”) category, that is, one for which there’s a good
notion of XY . Consider the polymorphic
∏
X∈A X X . If we ask for its “points,” that is if we ask for the maps of the
form 1 → ∏X∈A X X , where 1 is the “terminator” of the category, and if we understand parametric polymorphism in
the way John Reynolds interpreted it, the points of
∏
X∈A X X correspond to natural transformations on the identity
functor of A. The set of these transformations naturally form a monoid and it’s clearly a commutative monoid. It
had for decades been called the CENTRE of A. (When A is an additive category, the centre is not just a commutative
monoid but a commutative ring. When A is the category of R-modules for a ring R then the centre of A is naturally
isomorphic to the standard centre of R.)
Note that the definition of the centre of A didn’t require exponentiation. Any category has a centre. But the centre
of A is not an object in A. The notion of polymorphism demands that
∏
X∈A X X ∈ A.
1. The core of a category
Reynolds parametricity allows a definition that is, again, free of the need for exponentiation:
Let A be a category with finite products. A CORE of A—if such exists—is an object C together with a
transformation X × C → X , natural in X , which transformation is universal among such: that is, any other natural
transformation of the form X × A → X is induced by a unique map A → C .
(As usual in category theory, we may define the core in terms of representable functors. For each object A let TA
be the set of natural transformations of the form X × A → X . The definition of T easily extends to maps A → B to
produce a contravariant functor. If T is representable it is represented by C .)
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2. One-cored categories
We will say that a category is ONE-CORED if the terminator is the core. The property of being one-cored is easily
equivalent to the property that every natural transformation of the form X × A → X is the projection transformation.
If the subobjects of the terminator of a category form a generating set then the category is one-cored.
Because if t is a natural transformation from X × A to X then for each subterminator U and pair of maps
x : U → X , a : U → A we wish to show that U 〈x, a〉→ X × A tX→ X is U x→ X . Consider the commutative
diagram:
U × A tU→ U
↗
U ↓x × 1 ↓ x
↘
X × A tX→ X
The map from U to U is necessarily the identity map, hence the desired result.1
3. The trouble with cores
Now a theorem of which I am inordinately proud is the “Capitalization Theorem” and it says that for all sorts of
varieties of categories—in particular for topoi—every category is faithfully representable in a capital category in the
same variety. Whatever “capital” means it certainly implies that the subterminators generate. In particular, then, every
topos can be faithfully represented (as a topos) in a topos with a trivial core.
Since, as we’ll see below, there are perfectly nice topoi with non-trivial cores this is nothing less than an affront
to category theory. The situation is worse than so far suggested: there are representations of topoi that preserve and
reflect all the structure any category theorist had considered relevant but which do not preserve cores.
I took this affront to category theory as a challenge. There were several years that I often found myself thinking—
and then saying out loud when lecturing—that if we were to work very, very hard we might catch up to where John
Reynolds was years ago.2
On this occasion I’m not going to go beyond the subject of cores. They were an important exercise for me; I’ve
never had a good excuse for recording that exercise. Bear with me.
4. Cores for M-sets
Consider, first, the case of “M-sets”: let M be a monoid and let SM be the category whose objects are sets each
with an action of M , that is, a set S and a function S× M → S, the values of which will be denoted sα , subject to the
conditions s1 = s and (sα)β = sαβ . The maps, of course, are the functions such that f (sα) = ( f s)α . Then SM has a
core:
Construct Core(SM ) as the set of functions, f , from M to M with the property that α( f (βα)) = ( fβ)α for
all α, β ∈ M . For the action of M on Core(SM ) define f α by stipulating that f α(β) = f (αβ). The universal
transformation X × Core(SM ) → X sends 〈x, f 〉 to x f 1. Given a transformation tX : X × A → X define
A → Core(SM ) to be the function that sends a ∈ A to fa where faβ = tM 〈1, aβ〉.3
These assertions are easily verified by straightforward identity checking. The proof that this construction yields
the core is then immediate once the (quite obvious) uniqueness condition for A → Core(SM ) is verified. Finding
the construction, on the other hand, is also a straightforward application of standard categorical techniques when
working in categories of pre-sheaves. In the special case of M-sets these techniques amount to the following. The
1 A modification of this argument says that t is always determined by its values on a generating set. Hence if A is a locally small category with
a generating set then the contravariant functor T mentioned above may be constructed as a set-valued functor. It does not, alas, usually satisfy the
conditions necessary to be a representable functor. Most categories don’t have cores.
2 I must record John’s words when he attended one such lecture: “You too? I’ve long been trying to catch up to where I used to be”.
3 The M-fixed points of Core(SM ) are the constant functions therein. Which constant functions are in the core? Precisely those whose constant
values are in the centre of M . Hence centre(M) may be regarded as a subobject of Core(SM ) .
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elements of Core(SM ) are in one-to-one correspondence with maps from M to Core(SM ) , that is, with natural
transformations X × M → X which, in turn, are determined by their values on X = M . Consider then a map of
M-sets g : M × M → M . That it is a map of M-sets is the condition: g(αγ, βγ ) = g(α, β)γ . That it is natural
in the left variable implies g(αβ, γ ) = αg(β, γ ). (Every endomorphism of M as a right M-set is given by left-
multiplication.) We could have stopped right here and constructed Core(SM ) as the set of such binary g. Instead we
simplified: define f : M → M by f (γ ) = g(1, γ ). The naturality condition on g is an immediate consequence of the
definition g(α, β) = α( fβ). The condition that g is a map of M-sets, that is, the condition g(αγ, βγ ) = g(α, β)γ ,
translates to the condition αγ f (βγ ) = α( fβ)γ and that condition on f is equivalent to the case α = 1, that is,
γ f (βγ ) = ( fβ)γ .
5. Examples of Core(SM )
If M has the left-cancellation property (αβ = αβ ′ implies β = β ′) then each element of the core is determined by
its value at 1 since α( f α) = ( f 1)α. If M is, further, a commutative cancellation monoid then by the last paragraph
Core(SM ) is precisely the set of constant endo-functions on M . An alternative construction of the core in this case
is to take it to be the set M with the trivial M-action (i.e. βα = β). More generally, if M is a monoid with the
left-cancellation property we may construct Core(SM ) as the subset of elements, α with the property that for every β
there exists β\(αβ), that is, an element with the property that β(β\(αβ)) = αβ. Left-cancellation, note, insures that
β\(αβ) is unique. The action of M on C is then given by αβ = β\(αβ). The universal transformation sends 〈x, α〉 to
xα . If M is a group then β\(αβ) is, of course, β−1αβ and Core(SM ) is the “conjugacy” M-action.
If M is a free monoid on more than one generator then the cancellation property disallows any endo-function
except for the function constantly equal to 1, that is, SM is one-cored. (If f 1 is different from the empty string let a
be a generator and σ a string such that f 1 = aσ . Let b be a generator other than a. There is no possible value for f b
in the equation b( f b) = ( f 1)b. Hence f 1 must be 1. The cancellation property applied to α( f α) = ( f 1)α forces
f α = 1.)
For any commutative M we have seen that M may be identified with a subset of Core(SM ). To see that it may be a
proper subset let M be the monoid {0, 1} under multiplication. The functional equation α( f (βα)) = ( fβ)α is always
true when α is specialized to 1. It is always true if α is specialized to a two-sided zero. Hence in this case it is always
true and Core{0, 1} is the set of all functions from {0, 1} to {0, 1} (as an M-set it is isomorphic to the coproduct,
M + M , constructible as the disjoint union of two copies of M).
In fact, Core(SM ) can be much larger than M . Given any linearly ordered set with top element, >, view it as a
monoid by taking the product as the “min” operator. Then Core(SM ) is the set of functions such that min{α, f (α)} =
min{α, f (β)} for all α < β. Any f such that f (α) ≥ α for all α easily satisfies the condition, hence for each subset
S ⊆ {β | β < >} we can construct distinct fS as the function that is the identity function on S and constantly equal
to 1 off of S. (There are other than inflationary functions in Core(SM ). The necessary and sufficient condition on f is
that for all α > f> it is the case that f (α) = f> and for all other α that f (α) ≥ α.)4
For commutative M we have the added feature that the functions in Core(SM ) are closed under composition (but
unless it’s an idempotent commutative monoid, that is, unless it’s a semi-lattice, the identity function is not an element
of Core(SM )). If, further, M is the monoid obtained from the “meet” structure of a distributive lattice then Core(SM )
also has a join ( f ∨ g = λα.( f α ∨ gα)) and if M is a Heyting algebra then Core(SM ) inherits a Heyting-algebra
structure (because α ∧ (β → γ ) = α ∧ ((α ∧ β)→ (α ∧ γ ))).
6. Core algebras
Let C be a core in a category with finite products. C is equipped with a monoid structure, that is, it has a “constant”
1 → C and a binary operation C × C → C satisfying the axioms for a monoid. e : 1 → C is defined as the unique
4 In the case where M = {1, 2, . . . , n}, the number of elements in Core(SM ) is the sequence that starts with 1, 4, 15, 64, 325. A fairly easy
argument shows that it satisfies an = n(an−1 + 1). It can be found, of course, on Neil Sloane’s On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences (where
we learn that it has been studied at least since it appeared in 1713 in Bernoulli’s Ars Conjectandi). The quickest description: an = be × n!c − 1.
The best known description: the number of nonempty words that can be written using an alphabet with n letters using each letter at most once. A
bijective proof is available as follows:
given f : M → M such that for all i > f n it is the case that f (i) = f n and for all other i that f (i) ≥ i take a deck of n cards, and repeatedly
“cut” the deck by moving the top f (i)− i cards to the bottom then dealing out the resulting top card; continue as long as f (i) ≥ i .
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map such that:
X × 1 1× e→ X × C t→ X
is the canonical natural equivalence (t is the defining transformation for the core). The multiplication m : C×C → C
is defined as the unique map such that
X × (C × C) 1× m→ X × C t→ X
is
X × (C × C) a→ (X × C)× C t × 1→ X × C t→ X
where a is the associativity isomorphism.
If we notate things as if there were elements and denote the values of the canonical transformation at X by
tX 〈x, c〉 = x ↑ c, then we have defined 1 so that x ↑ 1 = x and we have defined the product so that
x ↑ (cd) = (x ↑ c) ↑ d .
Besides the monoid structure on C there is another binary operation on C , to wit, tC 〈x, y〉 = x ↑ y. We have an
object with a constant and two binary operations satisfying the equations of an (abstract) CORE ALGEBRA:
1, 1′: 1x = x = x1,
2: x(yz) = (xy)z,
3, 3′: 1 ↑ x = 1, x ↑ 1 = x ,
4: (xy) ↑ z = (x ↑ z)(y ↑ z),
5: x ↑ (yz) = (x ↑ y) ↑ z,
6: xy = y(x ↑ y),
7: (x ↑ y) ↑ z = (x ↑ z) ↑ (y ↑ z).
We will verify the equations presently. In fact, equations 1′, 3′ and 7 are redundant. Equations 1, 1′, 2 are, of
course, the familiar monoid equations. To interpret equations 3, 3′, 4, 5, 7 let C be a core algebra and let End(C)
be the monoid of its endomorphisms (self-maps that preserve the 1, xy and x ↑ y). Define C → End(C) to be
the map that sends c ∈ C to the endomorphism that sends x to x ↑ c. Equations 3 and 4 say that the values of
C → End(C) are monoid endomorphisms and Equation 7 says that they are core-algebra endomorphisms. The map
C → End(C) is a map of monoids by equations 3′ and 5. (It is not a map of core algebras; indeed, End(C) is not a core
algebra).
Equation 6 is the core of the subject. One way of looking at it is that it says that core algebras can be viewed as
something of a generalization of commutative monoids: the attempt to pass y to the other side of x might require
altering x ; the alteration in question is denoted x ↑ y. (Note that Equation 6 says that a left-cancelation monoid has at
most one and a group always has a core-algebra structure, to wit, x ↑ y = y−1xy.)
First the redundancies:
1′: x1 = x(1 ↑ x) = 1x = x (using 3, 6, 1).
3′: x ↑ 1 = 1(x ↑ 1) = x1 = x (using 1, 6, 1′).
7: (x ↑ z) ↑ (y ↑ z) = x ↑ (z(y ↑ z)) =
x ↑ (yz) = (x ↑ y) ↑ z (using 5, 6, 5).
For the other equations, note first that the binary operation denoted here as xy was defined as the unique map from
C × C to C such that equation 5 would hold.
For any e : 1→ C the naturality of t gives us:
1× C t1→ 1
↓↓e × 1 e
C × C tC→ C
If e is the unit for the monoid we obtain equation 3.
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Equations 4 and 7 are the commutativity of:
(C × C)× C tC×C→ C × C
↓g × 1 ↓g
C × C tC→ C
where g is in the first case, the operation denoted in the equation by xy and in the second by x ↑ y.5;
For equation 2, we need only the uniqueness condition from the definition of the core; that is, it suffices to show that
the maps from C×C×C to C corresponding to the two terms x(yz) and (xy)z induce the same natural transformation
X × (C × C × C)→ X × C → X
and that is insured by repeated use of equation 5: u ↑ (x(yz)) = (u ↑ x) ↑ (yz) =
((u ↑ x) ↑ y) ↑ z = (u ↑ (xy)) ↑ z = u ↑ ((xy)z).
We finish with equation 6 via a similar argument. Using equations 5 and 7 we have u ↑ (xy) = (u ↑ x) ↑ y =
(u ↑ y) ↑ (x ↑ y) = u ↑ (y(x ↑ y)) and we may infer that the maps corresponding to xy and y(x ↑ y) induce the
same natural transformation:
X × (C × C)→ X × C → X.
7. Examples
For any Heyting semi-lattice we may define xy = x ∧ y and x ↑ y = y → x . The equations then rewrite to the
more familiar:
1, 1′: 1 ∧ x = x = x ∧ 1,
2: x ∧ (y ∧ z) = (x ∧ y) ∧ z,
3, 3′: x → 1 = 1, 1→ x = x ,
4: z → (x ∧ y) = (z → x) ∧ (z → y),
5: z → (y → x) = (z ∧ y)→ x ,
6: x ∧ (x → y) = x ∧ y.
The monoid {0, 1} under multiplication thus has two core-algebra structures: the trivial (x ↑ y = x) and the
Heyting (x ↑ y = if (y = 1 and x = 0) then 0 else 1). There are only these two structures: equations 3 and 3′
determine x ↑ y with the unique exception 0 ↑ 0.
For the core-algebra structure on core(SM ), the constant 1 is the function constantly equal to 1, f g is defined by
( f g)α = ( f α)(gα), and f ↑ g by ( f ↑ g)α = f ((g1)α). (A direct verification of axiom 6 requires two uses of
the functional equation for elements of core(SM ): ( f g)α = ( f α)(gα) = (gα)( f (α(gα))) = (gα)( f ((g1)α)) =
(gα)(( f ↑ g)α) = (g( f ↑ g))α.)6
8. Completeness of the equations
Equations 1 to 6 for core algebras are complete.
That is, any equation that holds for all categorical cores is a consequence of equations 1 to 6. (Indeed, the result
holds for any universally quantified first-order sentence.) The proof is via a representation theorem. Let C be an
5 Use the fact that for any natural transformation X × A t→ X it is the case that (X × Y ) × A tX×Y→ X × Y , when analyzed as a map into a
product, necessarily behaves—using an elemental notation—according to the equations tX×Y 〈x, y, a〉 = 〈tX 〈x, a〉, tY 〈y, a〉〉.
6 The set W of nonempty words that can be written using an alphabet with n letters without using any letter more than once has a natural
semigroup structure as the free semigroup on n generators for the variety of idempotent semigroups satisfying the further equation αβα = βα.
As we saw in footnote 4, W has a natural one-to-one correspondence with Core(SM ) where M is the ordered set with n elements viewed as a
monoid using “min” as multiplication, hence W also has a core-algebra structure. M , of course, is not just a semi-lattice but a Heyting algebra,
hence Core(SM ) and, therefore, W acquire Heyting-algebra structures. And because M is a commutative monoid, Core(SM ) is closed under
composition. Thus W has four different semigroup structures and two different “arrow” operations—one vertical, one horizontal. Three of the
semigroup structures have units—but each has its own.
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abstract core algebra. View C just as a monoid to form the core algebra Core(SC ). We obtain a faithful representation
C → Core(SC ) by sending c ∈ C to the function that sends x to c ↑ x . The fact that this function is in Core(SC ) is
the assertion that x(c ↑ (yx)) = x((c ↑ y) ↑ x) = (c ↑ y)x . The fact that the map C → Core(SC ) preserves 1 is the
assertion that the function that sends x to 1 ↑ x is constantly equal to 1. The fact that it preserves the monoid product
is the assertion that for any c, d ∈ C the function that sends x to (cd) ↑ x is the same as the function that sends x to
(c ↑ x)(d ↑ x). The fact that it preserves exponentiation is the assertion that for any c, d ∈ C the function that sends
x to (c ↑ d) ↑ x is the same as the function that sends x to (c ↑ x) ↑ (d ↑ x). The faithfulness is easily established:
C → Core(SC ) → C is the identity function where Core(SC ) → C evaluates at 1, that it, it sends f ∈ Core(SC )
to f 1.
Thus it is the case that any abstract core algebra appears as a subalgebra of the core of a category. Any universal
sentence that holds for all categorical cores must therefore hold for all abstract cores.
What is not proved here is the completeness of the structure itself: There are no operators on categorical cores that
do not result from the operators mentioned in equations 1 to 6?7
9. Independence of the equations
Equations 1 to 6 are independent.
For each equation we wish to construct an algebra that satisfies each of the other equations but not the given one.
(Then for each subset of equations there must be a model of just those equations and none of the others; to wit, the
product of the counterexamples, one for each equation not in the given subset). It may be noted that except in the first
and third examples below we maintain equations 1′ and 3′.
Equation 1:
xy 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 1
x ↑ y 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 1
10 6= 0
Equation 2:
xy 1 a b
1 1 a b
a a b a
b b a a
x ↑ y 1 a b
1 1 1 1
a a a a
b b b b
a(bb) 6= (ab)b
Equation 3:
xy 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
x ↑ y 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 0
1 ↑ 0 6= 1
7 There is now a proof of that fact. After an inordinate amount of work it can be shown that a particular category,W, has at least one core- and
product-preserving functor into every cored category, and that the complete algebraic theory of the core inW is precisely the theory of abstract core
algebras. (The failure of uniqueness is phenomenal:W has at least 2ℵ0 non-equivalent core- and product-preserving functors into any non-trivial
cored category). See my forthcoming paper “The Theory of Core Algebras: Its Completeness”, in press, Theory and Applications of Categories
(http://tac.mta.ca/tac).
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Equation 4:
xy 1 s 0
1 1 s 0
s s 0 0
0 0 0 0
x ↑ y 1 s 0
1 1 1 1
s s s s
0 0 s s
(ss) ↑ s 6= (s ↑ s)(s ↑ s)
Equation 5:
xy 1 s 0
1 1 s 0
s s 0 0
0 0 0 0
x ↑ y 1 s 0
1 1 1 1
s s s 0
0 0 0 0
s ↑ (ss) 6= (s ↑ s) ↑ s
Equation 6:
xy 1 a b
1 1 a b
a a a a
b b b b
x ↑ y 1 a b
1 1 1 1
a a a a
b b b b
ab 6= b(a ↑ b).
The genesis of these examples is as follows. Of the six equations (1–6), equation 1 is the only singular equation,
that is, the only equation with a single variable (more important: no operations) appearing on one side. The first
example is the universal example for this situation: the set {0, 1} with all operations constantly valued 1. Every
non-singular equation holds, every singular equation fails if the singular variable is instantiated as 0. Equation 3
is the only unbalanced equation, that is, the only equation with a variable appearing on one side and not the other.
Our example is the universal example for this situation: the set {0, 1} with each n’ary operation defined as n-fold
multiplication. (0-fold multiplication is the constant 1, 1-fold multiplication is the identity operation.) Every balanced
equation holds, every unbalanced equation fails if one unbalanced variable is instantiated with 0 all other variables
with 1. The other four examples are for equations that do not mention the constant 1. Each is obtained by taking a
two-element set, S, with an interpretation of xy and x ↑ y, adjoining the constant 1 and extending the definition of
the two binary operations according to equations 1, 1′, 3, 3′. For any choice of structure on S the other equations are
then automatically satisfied whenever one of the variables is instantiated as 1 (as can be verified by straightforward
identity-checking). For the second example, note that the equations xy = yx and x ↑ y = y easily force 4, 5, 6 on
S, hence to refute equation 3 take the multiplication on S to be commutative and not associative (there’s only one
such two-element binary system up to isomorphism). For the fourth example note that in every equation other the
the fourth, the main operation is the same on both sides, hence any choice of constantly valued binary operations will
satisfy them. For the sixth example note that the same variable appears on the left end of both sides of equations 3, 4, 5,
hence they are automatically satisfied if both binary operations are taken to be the “left projection”: xy = x ↑ y = x .
10. The whole trouble with cores
In an exponential category (such as a topos) the core is a special case of a pre-existing topic in category theory. It
is the “end” of the bifunctor of exponentiation. Its pre-existing notation would have been:∫
X
X X .
Its existence, though, would seem to require the smallness and the distributivity conditions that go into the
Grothendieck definition of topos. The special adjoint functor theorem easily proves that any Grothendieck topos
does have a core.
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For a quick example of an elementary topos without a core, let Z be a the group of integers and let A be the topos
of finite Z -sets. (The center of A is already infinite.) This topos does not even have a natural numbers object. So let G
be an abelian group of size equal to the first weakly inaccessible cardinal and let A be the topos of G-sets of smaller
cardinality. The centre of A is isomorphic to G. It’s bigger than any object in A.
Finally: let G be any (non-trivial) group. The forgetful functor SG → S is bi-continuous and a logical functor—
indeed, it is of the form A ∆→ A/B. It has both adjoints. It preserves and reflects everything any category theorist had
ever asked a functor to preserve.
It does not preserve the core. As we saw Core(SG) is G with the conjugacy G-action. Core(S) on the other hand
has just one element. From the point of view of the internal language of topoi, the core, therefore, is an example of a
structure that requires more than the internal logic of a topos in its definition.
What is required is polymorphism.
